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Abstract
We investigate various aspects of invariance under local symmetries in the frame-
work of perturbative algebraic quantum field theory (pAQFT). Our main result is the
proof that the quantum Batalin-Vilkovisky (BV) operator, on-shell, can be written
as the commutator with the interacting BRST charge. Up to now, this was proven
only for a certain class of fields in quantum electrodynamics and in Yang-Mills the-
ory. Our result is more general and it holds in a wide class of theories with local
symmetries, including general relativity and the bosonic string. We also comment
on other issues related to local gauge invariance and, using the language of homo-
logical algebra, we compare different approaches to quantization of gauge theories
in the pAQFT framework.
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1 Introduction
Perturbative algebraic quantum field theory (paqft) is a mathematical framework
developed during the last two decades to study problems in perturbative renormal-
ization. It proved to be very useful in constructing models in quantum field theory on
curved spacetimes, because the operator algebraic approach allows one to separate
the construction of the algebra of observables from the construction of a state. Re-
search in paqft is focused on two main problems: developing methods for renormal-
ization on general globally hyperbolic backgrounds [15, 19, 37, 38, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47],
and identifying algebraic structures appearing in perturbative renormalization on
Minkowski spacetime [20, 24, 25, 27, 26, 49, 37, 38, 54]. An important step towards
the consistent axiomatic framework for QFT on curved spacetimes was introducing
the notion of general local covariance [19, 44]. In [19] this notion is formulated in
the language of category theory. The axiomatic framework proposed in [19] is a
generalization of the Haag-Kastler axioms [40] of local quantum field theory. In the
paqft approach, the main tool we use to investigate the algebraic structures ap-
pearing in renormalization is the Epstein-Glaser [28] method. It allows us to prove
the existence of renormalized quantities (time-ordered products) without having to
manipulate ill defined objects in the intermediate steps of quantization.
Initially the paqft framework was developed for scalar fields, but recently there
has been a lot of progress in constructing more complicated models. In particular,
quantum electrodynamics (QED) was discussed in [23] and Yang-Mills theory was
discussed in [12, 43]. A general framework which deals with arbitrary theories with
local symmetries was subsequently proposed in [37, 38, 55]. This setting makes use
of the Batalin-Vilkovisky formalism, which relies on homological algebra methods.
In [37, 38] these algebraic tools are refined by introducing functional-analytic aspects
and generalizing the BV formalism to infinite dimensional spaces. In [38] a general
quantization scheme for gauge theories is proposed and some comparison with the
approach of [43] is made. In the present work we want to continue this line. We
discuss various aspects of local gauge invariance in paqft, pointing out differences
and common features of existing approaches. The framework proposed in [37, 38] is
a very convenient tool for such analysis, since it is general and flexible enough. We
focus our discussion on two problems: general formulation of consistency conditions
that have to be satisfied by the deformed ⋆-product in order to be compatible with
structures appearing in the BV formalism, and the definition and intrinsic meaning
of the free and the interacting BRST charge. Our main result is the proof that the
interacting BRST charge RV (Q) (RV denotes the derivative of the relative S-matrix)
generates on-shell the quantum BV operator sˆ = s− i~△V , defined in [38], i.e.
i
~
[RV (F ), RV (Q)]⋆ = RV (sˆF ) (1)
holds for local F , modulo the free equations of motion. Our proof generalizes results
obtained in [43], since we do not restrict to F ’s for which the renormalized BV
Laplacian △V (F ) vanishes. Moreover, our result can be applied to a larger class of
theories, including gravity [18] and the bosonic string [1]. Using the interacting star
product one can formulate this result also as
i
~
[V,Q]⋆V = sˆF , (2)
modulo interacting equations of motion.
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The paper is organized as follows: in the first section we construct the classical
theory in the framework of paqft, in the second section we perform the quantization
and in the last section we discuss the BRST charge. The content of the first section is
essentially a brief summary of the formalism introduced in [37], but we formulate it
here in the language of graded differential geometry. We also prove some properties
of the renormalized BV Laplacian △V . The second section starts with a detailed
discussion of consistency conditions that the star product has to fulfill in order to
be compatible with the free BRST operator. We show how this relates to the free
quantum master equation qme, and we identify intrinsic reasons for the conditions to
arise. Such consistency conditions are necessary, if one works with the linearized BV
operator. This is an argument in favor of the approach proposed by K. Fredenhagen
and myself in [38], where we work with the full BV operator, instead. In [38], we
construct interacting fields from free ones by means of the intertwining map RV ;
we include θ0 (the part of the Lagrangian which generates the free BRST operator)
in the interaction term V , and the free action S0 doesn’t contain antifields. In
subsection 3.4 we show how the theory whose starting point action is S0 relates to
the theory whose starting point action is S0+ θ0. This concludes the second section
of the paper. In the third section we discuss the BRST charge. We prove relations
(1) and (2), and discuss in detail differences between approaches to gauge theory
quantization taken in [23] and [43].
2 Classical field theory
2.1 Kinematical structure
We start with the kinematical structure. Let M be an oriented, time-oriented glob-
ally hyperbolic spacetime. We associate toM the space E(M), of field configurations
of the theory. E(M) describes the physical content of the theory, i.e. specifies what
kind of objects the theory is describing. The results of the present work can be
applied to a very general class of theories, including Yang-Mills theory and gravity.
We only assume that the configuration space is a space of smooth sections of some
natural vector bundle E
π
−→M with fiber V over M , i.e. E(M) = Γ(E) ≡ Γ(M,V ).
Let Ec(M) denote the space of compactly supported configurations and D(M)
.
=
C∞0 (M,R). A classical measurement associates, to a configuration in E(M), a real
number. Therefore it is natural to identify classical observables with functionals
F : E(M) → R. We require these functionals to be smooth in the sense of calculus
on locally convex topological vector spaces. Let us briefly recall the relevant defi-
nitions. The derivative of F at ϕ ∈ E(M) in the direction of ψ ∈ E(M) is defined
by 〈
F (1)(ϕ), ψ
〉
.
= lim
t→0
1
t
(F (ϕ+ tψ)− F (ϕ)) , (3)
whenever the limit exists. The function F is called differentiable at ϕ ∈ E(M) if〈
F (1)(ϕ), ψ
〉
exists for all ψ ∈ E(M). It is called continuously differentiable if it
is differentiable at all points of E(M) and F (1)(.) : E(M) × E(M) → R, (ϕ, ψ) 7→〈
F (1)(ϕ), ψ
〉
is a continuous map. It is called a C1-map if it is continuous and
continuously differentiable. Higher derivatives are defined in a similar way. The
continuity condition for derivatives implies that F (n)(ϕ) ∈ Γ′(Mn, V ⊗n) holds for
all ϕ ∈ E(M), n ∈ N, so F (n)(ϕ) is a distributional section with compact support.
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An important property of a functional F is its spacetime support. It is defined
by
suppF = {x ∈M |∀ neighbourhoods U of x ∃ϕ1, ϕ2 ∈ E(M), suppϕ2 ⊂ U (4)
such that F (ϕ1 + ϕ2) 6= F (ϕ1)} .
Another crucial property of a functional is the locality. According to the standard
definition it means that the functional F is of the form:
F (ϕ) =
∫
M
f(jx(ϕ)) dµ(x) ,
where f is a function on the jet space overM , jx(h) = (x, ϕ(x), ∂ϕ(x), . . . ) is the jet
of ϕ at the point x and dµ(x) denotes the invariant measure on M induced by the
metric. The space of compactly supported smooth local functions F : E(M) → R
is denoted by Floc(M). The algebraic completion of Floc(M) with respect to the
pointwise product
F ·G(h) = F (h)G(h) (5)
is a commutative algebra F(M), consisting of finite sums of finite products of local
functionals. We call this space the algebra of multilocal functionals. Both Floc and
F are covariant functors from Loc (the category of globally hyperbolic oriented
and time-oriented spacetimes with causal isometric, (time)-orientation preserving
embeddings as morphisms) to the category Vec of locally convex vector spaces.
2.2 Dynamics and symmetries
Following [20] we introduce the dynamical principle by means of a generalized La-
grangian. Let L be a natural transformation between the functor of test function
spaces D, and the functor Floc. For each M ∈ Obj(Loc) we have a morphism
LM : D(M) → Floc(M) in Vec. L is a generalized Lagrangian if all these mor-
phisms, numbered by objects of Loc, satisfy
supp(LM (f)) ⊆ supp(f) (6)
and the additivity rule
LM (f + g + h) = LM (f + g)− LM (g) + LM (g + h) , (7)
where f, g, h ∈ D(M) and supp f ∩ supph = ∅. The action S(L) is defined as
an equivalence class of Lagrangians [20], where two Lagrangians L1, L2 are called
equivalent L1 ∼ L2 if
supp(L1M − L2M )(f) ⊂ supp df , (8)
for all f ∈ D(M). Let us fix a Lagrangian Lph, defining our physical theory. To
derive the equations of motion, we follow the approach of [20] and define the Euler-
Lagrange derivative of Sph as a natural transformation S
′
ph : E→ D
′ given by〈
(Sph
′)M (ϕ), ψ
〉
=
〈
(Lph)M (f)
(1)(ϕ), ψ
〉
, (9)
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where f ≡ 1 on suppψ. The equation
S′ph(ϕ) ≡ 0 . (10)
is called the equation of motion (eom). The space of solutions of (10) is a subspace of
E(M) denoted by ES(M). In the physics literature one calls functionals on ES(M)
on-shell functionals. Analogously, equalities that hold for functions restricted to
ES(M) are called on-shell equalities.
Local symmetries of the action Sph are described by certain vector fields on
E(M). We want to consider only variations in the directions of compactly supported
configurations, so the corresponding space of vector fields can be identified with
V(M) = {X : E(M)→ Ec(M)|X smooth with compact support} .
X ∈ V(M) is a symmetry if
(∂XSph)(ϕ) ≡ 0, ∀ϕ ∈ E(M) ,
where
(∂XSph)(ϕ)
.
=
〈
(Lph(f))
(1)(ϕ), X(ϕ)
〉
, f ≡ 1 on suppX .
The space of all symmetries of the given action has a structure of an infinite di-
mensional Lie algebra. In case of gauge theories and gravity this space can be
characterized in a simple way. There exists a space of smooth sections of some vec-
tor bundle gc(M) = Γ(M, g) which carries a structure of a Lie algebra and there is
a Lie algebra morphism ρ : gc(M)→ Γc(TE(M)) such that every symmetry X can
be expressed as X(ϕ) = ρ(ξϕ)(ϕ)+ I, where ξϕ ∈ gc(M) and I is a trivial symmetry
(a vector field that vanishes identically on ES(M)). In cases which we consider,
gc(M) arises as a Lie algebra of an infinite dimensional Lie group G(M), called the
gauge group. Since we work on a fixed background, from now on we will keep the
argument “(M)” implicit, whenever this doesn’t create confusion.
In order to quantize the theory we need a way to characterize the space of func-
tionals invariant under the symmetries of Sph. In [37] it was shown how to achieve
this using an appropriate extension of the Batalin-Vilkovisky (BV) formalism. In
the first step one constructs the space of alternating multilinear forms (the so-called
ghosts) on gc with values in F. In addition, we require multilocality and compact
support, so we consider the space CE
.
= C∞ml(E,Λg
′). It is a graded algebra and
the corresponding grading is called the pure ghost number #pg. In the topology
described in [37], CE is the completion of F ⊗ Λg′ and therefore we interpret it as
the space of functions on the infinite dimensional graded manifold E
.
= E⊕ g[1] (the
number in square bracket denotes the shift in degree).
The Chevalley-Eilenberg differential γce is defined in the standard way [21] and
can be identified with the exterior derivative on the space of gauge equivariant forms
on the gauge group G. The 0-th cohomology of γce is the space of gauge invariant
functionals1. The Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra BV is the graded symmetric tensor
algebra of graded derivations of CE. Again we require that elements of BV consid-
ered as smooth maps on E with values in a certain graded algebra are multilocal
and compactly spacetime supported. The resulting space is
BV
.
= C∞ml
(
E,ΛEc⊗̂Λg
′⊗̂S•gc
)
.
1In the case of gravity one needs to define this cohomology not on the level of functionals, but fields,
i.e. natural transformations from D to F. This is discussed in details in [37].
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This is again a completion of F⊗ΛEc⊗Λg′⊗S•gc, so we can interpret the elements
of the above space as functionals on
E[0]⊕ g[1]⊕ E′c[−1]⊕ g
′
c[−2] ,
which is the odd cotangent bundle ΠT ∗(E) of the extended configuration space
E = E[0] ⊕ g[1], where the manifold structure on E ⊕ g[1] is defined by the basis
of neighborhoods with the topology of Ec ⊕ gc. For simplicity we denote by ϕα
an element of E and the index α runs through all the physical and ghost indices.
The full field multiplet will be denoted by ϕ and an evaluation functional on E will
be written as Φαx . Functions on the graded vector space ΠT
∗(E) are the graded
multivector fields on E and we can write example elements of BV in the form
F =
∫
dµ(x1, . . . , xm)fF (x1, . . . , xm)Φx1 . . .Φxk
δ
δϕ(xk+1)
. . . δδϕ(xm) , (11)
where dµ(x1, . . . , xn) denotes the measure dµ(x1) . . . dµ(xn), we keep the summation
over the indices α implicit and the product denoted by juxtaposition is the graded
associative product of BV. We can treat the functional derivatives δδϕα(x) as “basis”
on the fiber E′c[−1]⊕g
′
c[−2] and we denote them by ϕ
‡
α. In the physics literature they
are called antifields. In the above formula fF is a distribution with the wavefront
set orthogonal to the total diagonal, and with the support that is compact and is
contained in the product of partial diagonals. Later we will extend our discussion to
more singular objects. In the appropriate topology (more details in [37]) elements
of the form (11) are dense in BV, so we can often restrict our discussion to such
elements, without the loss of generality. Functional derivative with respect to an
odd variable or an antifield can be defined on elements (11) as the left derivative
and extended to BV by continuity. We will always assume that δδϕα(x) ,
δ
δϕ‡α(x)
are
the left derivatives, unless stated otherwise.
The algebraBV has two gradings: ghost number #gh and antifield number #af.
Functionals of physical fields have both numbers equal to 0. Functionals of ghosts
have a #gh = #pg and #af = 0. All the vector fields have a non-zero antifield
number and #gh = −#af. The space BV seen as the space of graded multivector
fields is equipped with a graded generalization of the Schouten bracket {., .}, called
in this context the antibracket. The space of on-shell functionals is characterized by
means of the Koszul operator. It can be written as the antibracket with the physical
action Sph,
δphF = {F,Lph(f)}, F ∈ BV, f ≡ 1 on suppF . (12)
To simplify the notation we often write δphF = {F, Sph}, instead of (12). In analogy
to (12) one finds a generalized Lagrangian θce, which implements the Chevalley-
Eilenberg differential, γceF = {., θce}. The total BV differential is the sum of the
Koszul-Tate differential and the Chevalley-Eilenberg differential:
sBV F
.
= {F, S + θce} ,
which satisfies s2BV = 0 and the 0-th cohomology of (BV, sBV ) is the space of gauge
invariant on-shell multilocal functionals: BV ph = H0(BV, sBV ).
In the next step we introduce the gauge fixing. Often one needs to extend the BV
complex by adding auxiliary fields, for example antighosts C¯ and Nakanishi-Lautrup
fields B. One obtains a new extended configuration space and the corresponding
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extended space of multilocal functionals, denoted by BV. The full multiplet is
denoted by ϕ ∈ E and it is a section of some graded vector bundle E over M .
We assume that on E there exists a duality (in the sense of vector spaces, not
graded vector spaces) 〈., .〉
E
, which allows to embed E in E
′
c (in the example of the
electromagnetic field this is just the Hodge duality).
To fix the gauge, we perform first an automorphism αΨ of BV which leaves
the antibracket invariant (see [37] for details). Performing this automorphism for-
mally means replacing antifields ϕ‡α(x) by ϕ
‡
α(x) +
δΨ
δϕα(x) , where Ψ ∈ BV(M) is
a functional with #gh = −1, called the gauge fixing fermion. The action S + θce
is transformed into a new action Sext = αΨ(S + θce). One introduces also a new
grading, which is sometimes called the total antifield number #ta. It is equal to
1 for vector fields on E, irrespective of their antifield number and is equal to 0 for
functions on E. Note that a functional can have a non-zero #ta, but have #af = 0.
This is the case in the non-minimal sector in QED, Yang-Mills or general relativ-
ity; the antifield C¯‡ of the antighost C¯ has #af = 0, but, under the identification
C¯‡ ≡ δ
δC¯(x)
, C¯‡ is a derivation, so #ta(C¯‡) = 1. This subtlety plays a role in the
discussion of the BRST charge presented in section 4.2. The gauge-fixing fermion
has to be chosen in such a way that the gauge fixed action S (the #ta = 0 part of
Sext) has a well posed Cauchy problem (see [37] for details). The transformed BV
differential is given by
s = αΨ ◦ sBV ◦ α
−1
Ψ = {., Sext}
and we can expand it with respect to the total antifield number #ta,
s = γ + δ , (13)
where the differential δ is the Koszul operator for the field equations derived from
S and γ is generated by θ = Sext − S. In this context γ is usually called the gauge-
fixed BRST operator. The uniqueness of the Cauchy problem solution for the eom’s
derived from S implies that (BV, δ) is a resolution.
3 Quantization
3.1 Free theory
From the point of view of quantization it is convenient to split the gauge fixed action
S into a quadratic part and the remainder, called the interaction term. We perform
the Taylor expansion
L(f)(ϕ0 + ϕ) = L(f)(ϕ0) +
〈
L(f)(1)(ϕ0), ϕ
〉
+
1
2
〈
L(f)(2)(ϕ0);ϕ, ϕ
〉
+ . . . , (14)
where
〈
L(f)(1)(ϕ0), ϕ
〉 .
=
∑
α
〈
δ
δϕα (L(f))(ϕ0), ϕ
α
〉
and α runs through all the in-
dices of the field configuration multiplet ϕ. The first term of the above expansion is
just a constant, the second one vanishes if we choose the background configuration
ϕ0 to be a solution of eom’s. We denote this term by Llin. The third term, denoted
by L0, is the quadratic part of the gauge fixed Lagrangian. Let S0 denote the action
corresponding to L0. We obtain an expansion:
S = S(ϕ0) + Slin + S0 + . . . .
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The Euler-Lagrange derivative of S0 induces the Euler Lagrange operator operator
P : E → E
′
c. Moreover, we assume that the image of P is contained in E (elements
of E are identified with distributions by means of 〈., .〉
E
) and that the gauge fixing
is done in such a way that P is normally hyperbolic (for gauge theories and gravity
this was shown in [37], the bosonic string was studied in [1]). This implies that P
has unique retarded and advanced propagators ∆A/R, i.e. the relations
P ◦∆A/R = id
Ec
,
∆A/R ◦ P
∣∣
Ec
= id
Ec
hold and ∆A/R fulfill the support properties
supp(∆R) ⊂ {(x, y) ∈M2|y ∈ J−(x)} ,
supp(∆A) ⊂ {(x, y) ∈M2|y ∈ J+(x)} .
The causal propagator is defined as ∆ = ∆R −∆A. Let us denote S1 = Sext − S0.
In the first step we will quantize the free theory, i.e. the one defined by the free
action S0. S1 is the full interaction term, with antifields included. We expand now
the gauge-fixed BRST differential γ. Since θ(f) depends also on antifields, we have
to take them into account as well. Actions we consider are polynomial in antifields,
so the left derivative with respect to ϕ‡ makes sense and we can expand
θ(f)(ϕ0 + ϕ, ϕ
‡) =
〈
δθ(f)
δϕ‡
(ϕ0, 0), ϕ
‡
〉
+
1
2
〈
δ2θ(f)
δϕδϕ‡
(ϕ0, 0);ϕ, ϕ
‡
〉
+
+
1
6
〈
δ3θ(f)
δϕ2δϕ‡
(ϕ0, 0);ϕ, ϕ, ϕ
‡
〉
+ ... .
Without any restrictions on the physical component of the background configuration
ϕ0, we can choose ϕ0 in such a way that the first term in the above expansion vanishes
and we obtain
θ = θ0 + θ1 + . . . .
The first nontrivial term, denoted by θ0, generates the free BRST differential. Its
derivative δ
l2θ0(f)
δϕσδϕ‡α
is an element of E ⊗ E
′
and it induces a differential operator
K : E → E. In local coordinates we can write the second derivative of θ0(f) as
f(y)Kασ(x
′)δ(y − x′) and
γ0 =
∑
σ,α
KασΦ
σ
x
δ
δϕα(x)
. (15)
Example 3.1 (Free electromagnetic field). As an example consider a free electro-
magnetic field described by the Lagrangian LEM (f)(A) = −
1
2
∫
M
(F ∧ ∗F )f where
F = dA and A ∈ Γ(T ∗M) ≡ Ω1(M). The extended configuration space is E(M) =
Ω1(M) ⊗ C∞(M) ⊗ C∞(M)[1] ⊗ C∞(M)[−1] and an element of this space can be
written as a quadruple ϕ = (A,B,C, C¯). Let us denote by 〈., .〉 the duality between
E(M) and E
′
(M) and by 〈., .〉g the duality on the space of p-forms induced by the
metric, i.e. 〈u, v〉g
.
=
∫
M
u ∧ ∗v, u, v ∈ Ωp(M). The extended Lagrangian takes the
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form
LM (f)(ϕ) = −
1
2 〈fF, F 〉g −
〈
fdC, δδA
〉
+ i
〈
fB, δ
δC¯
〉
+
− i
〈
fdC¯, dC
〉
g
−
〈
fB, ∗−1d ∗A− 12B
〉
g
.
Operators P and K, written in the basis (A,B,C, C¯), take the form
P =

δd d 0 0
δ −1 0 0
0 0 0 iδd
0 0 −iδd
 , K =

0 0 d 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 i 0 0
 .
The classical master equation (cme) yields 2{θ, S} + {θ, θ} ∼ 0, where ∼ is
defined by (8). Expanding this relation in powers of field configurations, we obtain
in particular (in the second order in ϕ and in the 0th order in ϕ‡)
2{θ0, S0}+ {θ1, Slin} ∼ 0 . (16)
The first two terms of this identity correspond to classical master equation for the
free action S0 + θ0. Since θ0 has to be even with respect to the ghost grading and
#gh(ϕ‡α) = −#gh(ϕ
α) − 1, we obtain trK = 0 and {θ0, θ0} = 0. Therefore, the
classical master equation of the free theory can be simply expressed as:
{θ0, L0} ∼ 0 . (17)
and it implies that the free action S0 is invariant under the free BRST operator γ0.
Relation (17) is compatible with (16) only if {θ1, Llin} ∼ 0, which is true if ϕ0 solves
the equations of motion (i.e. ϕ0 is on-shell).
We will show in subsection 3.3 that, in order to construct the interacting theory
starting from the action S0 + θ0, one has to impose the free cme and this implies
that ϕ0 has to be a solution of the equations of motion. However, if we start from
the theory with the free action S0, there are no a priori reasons to choose ϕ0 to be
on-shell. It could, nevertheless, happen that, for construction of states, one needs
to impose restrictions on ϕ0.
The general construction of the interacting theory, starting from S0 as a free
action, was performed in [38]. Let us recall briefly the main ideas. The classical lin-
earized theory is constructed by introducing the Peierls bracket given by (to simplify
the sign convention we use both the right and the left derivative):
⌊F,G⌋ =
∑
α,β
〈
δrF
δϕα
,∆αβ
δlG
δϕβ
〉
,
where F,G ∈ Fµc(M) are microcausal elements of BV, i.e. they are smooth, com-
pactly supported and their derivatives (with respect to both ϕ and ϕ‡) satisfy the
WF set condition:
WF(F (n)(ϕ, ϕ‡)) ⊂ Ξn, ∀n ∈ N, ∀ϕ ∈ E(M) , (18)
where Ξn is an open cone defined as
Ξn
.
= T ∗Mn \ {(x1, . . . , xn; k1, . . . , kn)|(k1, . . . , kn) ∈ (V
n
+ ∪ V
n
−)(x1,...,xn)} , (19)
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The space of compactly supported vector-valued distributions on Mn with the WF
set contained in Ξn will be denoted by E
′
Ξn
(Mn, V ), where V is some finite dimen-
sional vector space. The space of microcausal elements of the BV complex BVµc is
equipped with a topology τΞ induced by the Hörmander topology, as defined in [37]:
The quantized algebra of the free fields is constructed by means of the deformation
quantization of the classical algebra (BVµc, ⌊., .⌋). To this end, we equip the space
of formal power series BVµc[[~]] with a noncommutative star product which corre-
sponds to the operator product of quantum observables. For this construction one
needs Hadamard parametrices. A Hadamard parametrix ω is here understood as a
matrix with rows and columns numbered by the indices α of the field configuration
multiplet ϕ and with entries in D′(M2) which fulfill
ωαβ(x, y)− (−1)|ϕ
α||ϕβ |ωβα(y, x) = i⌊ϕα(x), ϕβ(y)⌋, (20a)∑
β
Pαβ(x)ω
βγ(x, y) = 0 mod C∞ function, (20b)
WF(ωαβ) ⊂ C+, (20c)
ωαβ(x, y) = ωβα(y, x). (20d)
By C+ we denoted the following subset of the cotangent bundle T
∗M2:
C+ = {(x1, x2; k1,−k2) ∈ T
∗M2 \ {0}|(x1; k1) ∼ (x2; k2), k1 ∈ V¯
+
x1},
where (x1; k1) ∼ (x2; k2) if there is a lightlike geodesic from x1 to x2 to which k1
and k2 are coparallel. If we replace the condition (20b) by a stronger one∑
β
Pαβ(x)ω
βγ(x, y) = 0 , (21)
then the Hadamard parametrix becomes a Hadamard 2-point function. Assume that
on the background manifold M , there exists a quasifree Hadamard state and write
the corresponding 2-point function in the form ω = i2∆ + H . The Feynman-like
propagator is defined as HF = i∆D + H , where ∆D
.
= 12 (∆R + ∆A) is the Dirac
propagator. Let αH
.
= e
~
2
ΓH be a map defined on regular functionals BVreg(M)
(i.e. functionals satisfying the wavefront set condition WF(F (n)(ϕ, ϕ‡)) = ∅ for all
ϕ), where
ΓH
.
=
∑
α,β
〈
Hαβ ,
δl
δϕα
δr
ϕβ
〉
.
BVreg can be completed to a larger space, the space BVµc(M), of functionals that
satisfy the condition
WF(F (n)(ϕ, ϕ‡)) ⊂ Ξn, ∀n ∈ N, ∀ϕ ∈ E(M) . (22)
Functionals fulfilling this criterium are called microcausal. On BVµc(M) we can
define the star product:
F ⋆H G
.
= m ◦ exp(i~Γ′ω)(F ⊗G),
where Γ′ω is the functional differential operator
Γ′ω
.
=
∑
α,β
〈
ωαβ ,
δl
δϕα
⊗
δr
δϕβ
〉
.
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The resulting algebra is denoted by AH(M). As there is no preferred two-point
function ω, and hence no preferred H , we have to consider all of them simultane-
ously. The quantum algebra (which contains in particular the Wick polynomials)
is an extension of the source space BVreg(M) with respect to the initial topology
induced by the map αH : BVreg → BVµc[[~]] (see [20] for details). It is defined by
extending BVreg(M) with all elements of the form limn→∞ α
−1
H (Fn), where (Fn) is
a convergent sequence in BVµc(M) with respect to τΞ. The resulting space, denoted
by α−1H (BVµc), is equipped with a unique continuous star product ⋆ equivalent to
⋆H :
α−1H F ⋆ α
−1
H G
.
= α−1H (F ⋆H G) .
Different choices of H differ only by a smooth function, hence all the algebras
(α−1H (BVµc[[~]]), ⋆) are isomorphic and define an abstract algebra A. We can realize
A more concretely as the space of families {αHF}H , numbered by possible choices
of H , fulfilling the relation
FH′ = exp(~ΓH′−H)FH F ∈ A ,
equipped with the product
(F ⋆ G)H = FH ⋆H GH .
The support of F ∈ A(M) is defined as supp(F ) = supp(αHF ). Again, this is
independent of H . Functional derivatives are defined by〈
δF
δϕ
, ψ
〉
= α−1H
〈
δαHF
δϕ
, ψ
〉
, (23)
which is well defined as ΓH′−H commutes with functional derivatives. For a fixed
backgroundM , the free net of local algebras is defined by assigning to each relatively
compact, causally convex region O ⊂ (M), a unital ∗-algebra A(O).
3.2 Interacting theory
Following [38], we introduce the interaction by means of renormalized time-ordered
products. Let us define operators Tn : BV
⊗n
loc → A by means of
Tn(F1, . . . , Fn) = α
−1
H+w(F1) ·T . . . ·T α
−1
H+w(Fn) ,
for Fi ∈ BVloc with disjoint supports, where F ·TG
.
= αi∆D (α
−1
i∆D
F ·α−1i∆DG), T0 = 0
and T1 = α
−1
H+w . In the last formula, w is the smooth part in the Hadamard function.
Renormalization freedom related to the choice of w is discussed in [44]. Maps Tn have
to be extended to functionals with coinciding supports and are required to satisfy the
standard conditions given in [20, 43]. In particular, we require the graded symmetry,
unitarity, scaling properties, the support property suppTn(F1, . . . , Fn) ⊂
⋃
suppFi
and the causal factorization property, which states that
Tn(F1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Fn) = Ti(F1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Fi) ⋆ Tn−i(Fi+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Fn) , (24)
if the supports of F1 . . . Fi are later than the supports of Fi+1, . . . Fn.
Maps Tn are constructed inductively, and each Tn is uniquely fixed by the lower
order maps Tk, k < n, up to addition of an n-linear map
Zn : BV
n
loc → α
−1
H+w(BVloc)
∼= Aloc , (25)
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which describes the possible finite renormalizations. In [38] it was shown that renor-
malized time ordered product can be extended to an associative, commutative bi-
nary product defined on the domain DT
.
= T(BV), where T
.
= ⊕nTn ◦m−1. Here
m−1 : BV→ S•BV
(0)
loc is the inverse of the multiplication, as defined in [38, 55]. DT
contains in particular Aloc and is invariant under the renormalization group action.
Renormalized time ordered products are defined by
A ·T B
.
= T(T−1A · T−1B) . (26)
Using time-ordered products we can introduce the interaction. As indicated
in section 3.1, we split the Lagrangian into Lext = L0 + L1. The quantum field
constructed form the interaction term L1 is TL1; the formal S-matrix is given by
S(L1(f))
.
= e
iTL1(f)/~
T = T(e
iL1(f)/~) , (27)
which is a Laurent series in ~. Now we want to construct the interacting net of local
algebras. Let O ⊂ M be an open and relatively compact subset. The local algebra
of observables associated to O has to be independent of an interaction switched on
outside of O. We define
VS1(O)
.
= {V ∈ Aloc | supp(V − TL1(f)) ∩ O = ∅, if [L1] = S1 and f ≡ 1 on O} .
The relative S-matrix in the algebraic adiabatic limit is given by
S
O
S1(F ) = (SV (F ))V ∈VS1(O)
for F ∈ A with suppF ⊂ O, where
SV (F )
.
= S(V )⋆−1 ⋆ S(V + F ) . (28)
The relative S-matrix defined this way is a covariantly constant section in the sense
that for any V1, V2 ∈ VS1(O) there exists an automorphism β of A such that
β(SV1 (F )) = SV2(F ) ∀F ∈ Aloc , suppF ⊂ O ,
Interacting quantum fields in O are generated by SOV (F ) and, for given V ∈ VS1(O),
we can write a corresponding component as a formal power series:
(ROS1(F ))V
.
= RV (F ) =
d
dλ
∣∣∣
λ=0
SV (λF ) , (29)
Differentiation of SV (λF ) yields
RV (F ) =
(
e
iV/~
T
)⋆−1
⋆
(
e
iV/~
T ·T F
)
, (30)
which is a formal power series in ~ and V . An interacting net of local algebras on
a fixed spacetime M is obtained by assigning to each relatively compact, causally
convex region O ⊂ M , an algebra (RV (A(O)), ⋆), V ∈ VS1(O). This definition
doesn’t depend on the choice of V , since local algebras constructed with different
V ’s belonging to VS1(O) are isomorphic.
An interacting field can be written in terms of retarded products defined as coef-
ficients in the following expansion:
RV (F ) =
∞∑
n=0
in
~nn!
Rn(V
⊗n;F ) .
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Time-ordered products can be normalized in such a way that retarded products
satisfy a useful relation, called the GLZ identity,
[RV (F ), RV (G)]⋆ = i~
d
dλ
(RV+λG(F )−RV+λF (G))
∣∣∣
λ=0
. (31)
On the right hand side of (31) we have formal derivatives of retarded products with
respect to V , so it is convenient to use the notation
R
(1)
V [G](F )
.
=
d
dλ
(RV+λG(F ))
∣∣∣
λ=0
.
Retarded products satisfy an important support property, which can be conveniently
written as
supp(Rn(V1(x1), . . . , V1(xn);F (x)) ⊂ {(x1, . . . , xn;x)|xi ∈ x+ V¯−, ∀i = 1 . . . , n} ,
(32)
where F (x), Vi(xi) are local forms (non-integrated, i.e. density-valued local function-
als). Using retarded products we define a new non-commutative (partial) product
⋆V . This product was first proposed by K. Fredenhagen in [36] as an interacting
star product. It is given by
F ⋆V G
.
= R−1V (RV (F ) ⋆ RV (G)) , (33)
for F,G ∈ A such that this expression is well defined.
Classical structures appearing in the BV formalism also have to be quantized.
The renormalized time-ordered antibracket is defined by
{X,Y }T = T{T
−1X,T−1Y } .
We can also write it in the form
{X,Y }T =
∑
α
∫ (
δrX
δϕα
·T
δlY
δϕ‡α
− (−1)|ϕ
‡
α|
δrX
δϕ‡α
·T
δlY
δϕα
)
dµ , (34)
where we denoted
δrX
δϕα
·T
δlY
δϕ‡α
.
= T
(
D∗
(
T−1
δX
δϕ
⊗ T−1
δY
δϕ‡
))
, (35)
where D∗ is the pullback by the diagonal map and
(
T−1 δXδϕ
)
(ϕ) is a compactly
supported distribution (i.e. an element of E′) defined by〈(
T
−1 δX
δϕ
)
(ϕ), f
〉
.
=
(
T
−1
〈δX
δϕ
, f
〉)
(ϕ) =
〈 δ
δϕ
T
−1X, f
〉
(ϕ) , f ∈ E .
In the second step we used the field independence of time ordered products. Since
X ∈ T(BV), the distribution
(
T−1 δFδϕ
)
(ϕ) defined by the above equation is actually
an element of D and the pullback in (35) is well defined. Similarly we define the
antibracket with the ⋆-product:
{X,Y }⋆ =
∑
α
∫ (
δrX
δϕα
⋆
δlY
δϕ‡α
− (−1)|ϕ
‡
α|
δrX
δϕ‡α
⋆
δlY
δϕα
)
dµ , (36)
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whenever it exists. Clearly it is well defined if one of the arguments is regular or
equal to S0. Moreover, the antibracket {., S0}⋆ with the free action defines a ⋆-
derivation. Similarly, {., S0}T is a ·T -derivation. A relation between, {., S0}T and
{., S0}⋆ is provided by the Master Ward Identity [14, 43]:
{e
iV/~
T , S0}⋆ = {e
iV/~
T , S0}T + e
iV/~
T ·T (△V +
i
2~
{V, V }T) = (37)
=
i
~
e
iV/~
T ·T
(
{V, S0}T +
1
2
{V, V }T − i~△ (V )
)
,
where V ∈ Aloc and △(V ) is a local functional. One can expand it in powers of V
to obtain
△(V ) =
∞∑
n=0
△n(V ⊗n;V ) ,
where coefficients △n are linear functions A⊗nloc → Aloc defined recursively by
△n(V1 ⊗ . . .⊗ Vn;V ) = −
(
i
~
)n+1
V1 ·T . . . ·T Vn ·T {V, S0}+
−
(
i
~
)n n∑
i=1
V1 . . . ·T Vˆi ·T . . . Vn ·T
∫
δV
δϕ
‡
α(x)
·T
δVi
δϕα(x)
dµ(x)+
−
∑
I⊂{1,...,n},I 6=∅
(
i
~
)|I|
©·T i∈IVi ·T △
|Ic|
(
V ⊗(n−k);V
)
+
+
(
i
~
)n+1 ∫ (
V1 ·T . . . ·T Vn ·T
δV
δϕ
‡
α(x)
)
⋆
δS0
δϕα(x)
dµ(x) ,
(38)
where ©·T i∈IVi denotes the ·T -product of elements Vi indexed by i ∈ I, and I
c is the
complement of I in {1, . . . , n}. Let us now fix the interaction term V . Using the
above relation we define the renormalized BV Laplacian on Aloc as:
△V (X)
.
=
d
dλ
∣∣∣
λ=0
△ (V + λX) .
Using this definition we obtain a relation:
△V (X) =
d
dλ
∣∣∣
λ=0
(e
−i(V+λX)/~
T ·T ({e
i(V+λX)/~
T , S0}⋆ − {e
i(V+λX)/~
T , S0}T)+ (39)
−
i
2~
{V + λX, V + λX}T) =
=
i
~
(e
−iV/~
T ·T {e
iV/~
T ·T X,S0}⋆ − {X,S0 + V }+X ·T e
−iV/~
T ·T {e
iV/~
T , S0}⋆) .
Expanding the renormalized Laplacian in powers of V we obtain
△V (X) =
∞∑
n=1
n△n
(
V ⊗(n−1) ⊗X ;V
)
+
∞∑
n=0
△n(V ⊗n;X) . (40)
If X doesn’t contain antifields, only the first sum is present. Compare △V (X) with
the nonrenormalized graded Laplacian△nren of the BV formalism, which has all the
n > 0 terms vanishing and △0nren is given by the known formula:
△nren X = △
0
nren(X) =
∑
α
(−1)|ϕα|(1+|X|)
∫
dx
δ2X
δϕ
‡
α(x)δϕα(x)
. (41)
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Unfortunately △nren is not well defined on local functionals. In the renormalized
theory △nren is replaced by △V , which is well defined on Aloc, but contains non-
vanishing higher order terms △n, n > 0.
The renormalized quantum master equation QME is the condition that
e
−iTS1/~
T ·T
(
{e
iTS1/~
T , S0}⋆
)
∼ 0 , (42)
on the level of natural transformations. Using (37), condition (42) can be expressed
as:
1
2
{S0 + S1, S0 + S1} − i~△ (S1) ∼ 0 ,
where △(S1) is also seen as a natural transformation. Assume that the qme holds
for S1 and let us fix V ∈ VS1(O)
2 The quantum BV operator is defined by
sˆ(X) = e
−iV/~
T ·T
(
{e
iV/~
T ·T X,S0(f)}⋆
)
, (43)
where suppX ⊂ O and f ≡ 1 on O and it is independent of the choice of V ∈ VS1(O).
If (42) holds, then it follows from (39) that sˆ can be expressed as
sˆ(X) = {X,S0 + V }T − i~△V (X) = sX − i~△V (X) , (44)
and it has the following property:
{., S0}⋆ ◦R
O
S1 = R
O
S1 ◦ sˆ . (45)
It was proven in [38] that constructing a solution to (42) amounts to analyzing
the cohomology H1(γ|d) on the space of local forms. The anomaly term △(V ) is
expressed in terms of the renormalized BV Laplacian with the use of fundamental
theorem of calculus3:
△(V ) =
1∫
0
△λV (V )dλ .
The natural question to ask is: how to extend the operator △V (.) to multilocal
functionals? The nonrenormalized counterpart satisfies:
△ (X ·T Y ) = △(X) ·T Y + (−1)|X|X ·T △(Y ) + {X,Y }T , (46)
It would be tempting to require the same property to hold for the renormalized
operator △V (.), but then one would have to give up other properties. Note that
since
{e
iV/~
T ·T X ·T Y, S0}⋆ = −~
2 ∂
2
∂λ∂µ
∣∣∣
λ=µ=0
{e
i(V+λX+µY )/~
T , S0}⋆ ,
2The fulfillment of the qme in the algebraic adiabatic limit is guaranteed by certain cohomological
conditions, see [38] and references therein. The problem is reduced to the analysis of the Lie algebra
cohomology of the gauge algebra (the Lie algebra of the local symmetries Lie group). It is well known
that such cohomological conditions are fulfilled, in particular, for QED and Yang-Mills theories [3],
gravity [9] and the bosonic string with the Nambu-Goto action[1].
3The first version of [38] contains a notational inconsistency which suggests that △(V ) = △V (V ).
This was corrected in the erratum to that paper.
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one finds (assuming the QME and using (37))
{e
iV/~
T ·T X ·T Y, S0}⋆ = −~
2 ∂
2
∂λ∂µ
∣∣∣
λ=µ=0
(
{e
i(V+λX+µY )/~
T , S0}T+
e
i(V+λX+µY )/~
T ·TH (△(V + λX + µY ) +
i
2~
{V + λX + µY, V + λX + µY }T)
)
=
eiV
T
·T
(
{X ·T Y, S0 + V } − i~
(
△V (X) ·T Y + (−1)
|X|X ·T △V (Y ) + {X,Y }T+
− i~
∂2
∂λ∂µ
∣∣∣
λ=µ=0
△ (V + λX + µY )
))
. (47)
It follows that
sˆ(X ·T Y ) = s(X ·T Y )− i~
(
△V (X) ·T Y + (−1)
|X|X ·T △V (Y ) + {X,Y }T+
− i~
∂2
∂λ∂µ
∣∣∣
λ=µ=0
△ (V + λX + µY )
)
,
so in order to reproduce the relation (44) also for products, it is natural to set
△V (X ·T Y )
.
= △V (X) ·T Y + (−1)
|X|X ·T △V (Y ) + {X,Y }T+
− i~
∂2
∂λ∂µ
∣∣∣
λ=µ=0
△ (V + λX + µY ) .
Note that on regular elements △V (.) is just△nren and since it doesn’t depend on the
interaction, the last term in the above definition vanishes for △nren, so our proposal
is consistent with the non-renormalized case. Moreover, the “extra term” is of higher
order in ~, so △V behaves like the graded Laplacian, modulo O(~) corrections. For
higher powers we use an analogous definition (for simplicity of notation we assume
all Xi to be even)
△V (X1 ·T . . . ·T Xn)
.
=∑
I⊂{1,...,n}
I 6=∅,|I|6=n
(−i~)|Ic|−1©·T i∈IXi ·T
∂|I
c|
∂λj1 . . . ∂λj|Ic|
∣∣∣
~λI=0
△ (V + ~λI · ~X)+
+
∑
i,j=1,...n
i<j
{Xi, Xj}T ·T X1 ·T . . . X̂i ·T . . . X̂j ·T . . . Xn , (48)
where ~λI = (λj1 , ..., λj|Ic|) and
~λI · ~X
.
=
∑
j λjXj .In [38] we showed the existence
of a map from multilocal functionals to the graded symmetric algebra over local
functionals β : BV → S•BVloc, which is the inverse of the multiplication m :
S•BVloc → BV. Using this map and the definition (48) one can extend △V (.) to
T(BV) and, for all X ∈ T(BV),
sˆX = sX − i~△V X
holds. In the special case of the time-ordered exponential e
iX/~
T , X ∈ BVloc, we
obtain
△V
(
e
iX/~
T
)
= e
iX/~
T ·T
(
i
~
(△(V +X)−△(V )) +
(
i
~
)2 1
2{X,X}T
)
. (49)
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Note that (45) implies that sˆ = R−1V ◦{., S0}⋆◦RV , so from the nilpotency of {., S0}⋆
follows that sˆ is also nilpotent. The algebra of gauge invariant quantum fields is
defined as the cohomology of the quantum BV operator sˆ. We want to stress that
the quantization scheme proposed by K. Fredenhagen and myself in [38] doesn’t
require γ0 to be a derivation with respect to ⋆. This is due to the fact that θ0 is
included in the interaction term V and the free action S0 is just the quadratic part
of the gauge fixed action S. Therefore, our approach is suitable for theories, like
gravity, where the invariance of the star product with respect to γ0 is not easy to
establish.
3.3 Quantization of S0 + θ0
In this section we discuss the possibility to consider S0 + θ0, instead of S0, as the
starting point for our construction. In order to do it, we have to ensure that the
⋆-antibracket with θ0 is well defined on multilocal functionals and that {., θ0}⋆ is
a ⋆-derivation. We will show that this is possible only if we require additional
conditions, related to the free cme.
We start our discussion with a slight reformulation of condition (17). Let us fix
a compact region K ⊂M . From (17) follows that the relation 〈Kψ,Pψ〉
E
= 0 holds
for all ψ ∈ Ec with supp(ψ) ⊂ K. This can be also be written as
〈P ∗Kψ,ψ〉
E
+ 〈ψ,K∗Pψ〉
E
, (50)
where ∗ denotes the formal adjoint with respect to 〈., .〉
E
. Let us define for any
operator O on E, the following operation: (O†)αβ = (−1)
|ϕα||ϕβ|(O αβ )
∗ (the graded
formal adjoint). Note that P † = P and from (50) we see that (17) is satisfied, if the
following, stronger, condition is fulfilled:
(−1)|ϕ
β|PβγK
γ
σ + (K
†) γβ Pγσ = 0 . (51)
For determining the signs we used the fact that γ0 is an odd differential, so K
γ
α 6= 0
only for |ϕα|+ |ϕγ | = 1 mod 2. The same holds for PK, because S0 is even.
Comparing with (16), we conclude that (51) is compatible with the full cme only
if ϕ0 is on-shell. We will now study in detail the consequences of condition (51).
Proposition 3.2. Identity (51) implies that the linearized Koszul-Tate operator δ0
anticommutes with γ0:
γ0 ◦ δ0 + δ0 ◦ γ0 = 0 .
Proof. To see this, note that for a constant derivation X =
∫
Xα(x) δδϕα(x)dµ(x) we
have
γ0 ◦ δ0X = −γ0
∫
Xα(x)
δlL0(f)
δϕα(x)
dµ(x)
∣∣∣
f≡1
on suppX
=
=
∫
(−1)|ϕ
γ |Xα(x)(KγσΦ
σ
z )Pαγ(x)δ(x − z)dµ(x, z) .
On the other hand
δ0 ◦ γ0X =
∫
Xα(x)Kγα(x)
∗ δL0(f)
δϕγ(x)
dµ(x)
∣∣∣
f≡1
on suppX
=
=
∫
Xα(x)Kγα(x)
∗Pγσ(x)Φ
σ
xdµ(x) .
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Therefore
(γ0 ◦ δ0 + δ0 ◦ γ0)X =
∫
Xα(x)((−1)|ϕ
α|PαγK
γ
σ +K
† γ
α Pγσ)Φ
σ
xdµ(x) = 0
follows.
Example 3.3 (Free electromagnetic field). Using results from Example 3.1, we can
verify that the condition (51) holds for the free electromagnetic field. Note that
K† =

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −i
−δ 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
 ,
and the direct computation shows that
(−1)|ϕ
β |PβγK
γ
σ + (K
†) γβ Pγσ =
0 0 0 0
0 0 δd 0
0 δd 0 0
0 0 0 0
−

0 0 0 0
0 0 δd 0
0 δd 0 0
0 0 0 0
 = 0
.
Relation (51) allows us to prove the so called consistency conditions4, formulated
first in [43] in the case of Yang Mills theory and generalized in [1].
Proposition 3.4. Assume that (51) holds and that S0 induces a normally hyperbolic
system of equations of motion: Pϕ = 0. Let ∆∗ be the retarded, the advanced or the
causal propagator corresponding to P . Then ∆∗ satisfies the consistency conditions:∑
σ
((−1)|ϕ
α|Kασ(x
′)∆∗(x′, x)σγ +Kγσ(x)∆
∗(x′, x)ασ) = 0 . (52)
Proof. First, we prove the property (52) for ∆R. We act with (51) on ∆R, which
yields
(−1)|ϕ
α|Pαγ(z) ◦K
γ
σ(z)∆
R(z, x)σβ = −Kγα(z)
∗δ(z − x)δβγ .
We multiply both sides of the above identity with ∆A(z, y)αµ. The integration over
z results in
(−1)|ϕ
α|
∫
∆A(z, y)αµPαγ(z) ◦K
γ
σ(z)∆
R(z, x)σβdµ(z) = −Kβα(x)∆
A(x, y)αµ .
Next, we use the integration by parts to make P act on ∆A from the left. This is
possible, since (due to support properties of ∆A and ∆R) the integrant is supported
in the intersection of the past of y and the future of x, which is a compact set. We
obtain
Kµσ(y)∆
R(y, x)σβ = −Kβα(x)∆
A(x, y)αµ .
4I would like to thank Jochen Zahn for enlightening discussions about the importance of consistency
conditions and for crucial remarks on the proof of proposition 3.4.
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Using the relation between the retarded and advanced propagators we rewrite the
above expression as
(−1)|ϕ
α|Kµσ(y)∆
R(y, x)σβ +Kβα(x)∆
R(y, x)µα .
The same follows for ∆A and also for the difference of the two.
Example 3.5 (Free electromagnetic field). For the free electromagnetic field, the
retarded and the advanced propagators take the form:
∆R/A =

∆
R/A
v d∆
R/A
v 0 0
δ∆
R/A
v −dδ∆
R/A
v 0 −i
−δ 0 0 i∆
R/A
s
0 0 −i∆
R/A
s 0
 ,
where ∆
R/A
v are the propagators corresponding to the Laplace operator δd+dδ acting
on 1-forms and ∆
R/A
s are the propagators of δd acting on 0-forms. Property (52) is
expressed as
dx∆s(x, y) + δy∆v(x, y) = 0 .
We will show now that (52) is a necessary condition for {.θ0}⋆ to be well defined
on local functionals. Recall that the ⋆-antibracket with θ0 is given by
{., θ0(f)}⋆ = {., θ0(f)} +
∫
dµ(x, y, x′)∆(y, x)σγ
δl
2
θ0(f)
δϕσ(y)δϕ
‡
α(x′)
δr2
δϕγ(x)δϕα(x′)
,
(53)
Since θ0 is local, the second term is not well defined for local arguments, hence we
require that it vanishes identically. Note that we can write this term as∫
dµ(x, y, x′)f(y)∆(y, x)σγ (−1)|ϕ
α|+1Kασ(x
′)δ(y − x′)
δr2
δϕγ(x)δϕα(x′)
=
=
∫
dµ(x, x′)(−1)|ϕ
α|+1Kασ(x
′)(f(x′)∆(x′, x)σγ)
δr2
δϕγ(x)δϕα(x′)
. (54)
We can express the above formula as a sum of two terms and in the second term we
rename the indices α and γ. We obtain∫
dµ(x, x′)
(
(−1)|ϕ
α|+1Kασ(x
′)(f(x′)∆(x′, x)σγ)
δr2
δϕγ(x)δϕα(x′)
+
+ (−1)|ϕ
γ |+1Kγσ(x
′)(f(x′)∆(x′, x)σα)
δr2
δϕα(x)δϕγ(x′)
)
.
Next we use the graded antisymmetry of ∆ and in the second term we rename the
integration variables x and x′. This results in∫
dµ(x, x′)
(
(−1)|ϕ
α|+1Kασ(x
′)(f(x′)∆(x′, x)σγ) +
+ Kγσ(x)(f(x)∆(x
′, x)ασ)
) δr2
δϕα(x′)δϕγ(x)
. (55)
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Now we note that in the definition of {X, θ0}⋆, f has to be chosen to be identically
1 on the support of X , so (55) vanishes due to identity (52) of lemma 3.4 and the
following identities hold:
{., θ0}⋆ = {., θ0} = γ0 .
We can say that the classical BRST symmetry survives in the free quantized theory.
Next we have to check if γ0 is a derivation with respect to the ⋆-product. This is
done in the following proposition.
Proposition 3.6. Let S0 be the quadratic term of the action with #af = 0 and let
γ0 be the free BRST operator. Assume that (52) holds. Then, for X,Y ∈ BVreg:
γ0(X ⋆ Y ) = γ0X ⋆ Y + (−1)
|X|X ⋆ γ0Y . (56)
Proof. Recall that X⋆Y
.
= m◦exp(i~Γ′∆)(X⊗Y ). For simplicity we write the proof
for X and Y even. The general case differs by introducing some additional signs.
From the graded Leibniz rule follows that
γ0 ◦m(X ⊗ Y ) = m ◦ (γ0 ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ γ0)(X ⊗ Y ) .
Clearly γ0 is a derivation if
m ◦
(
(γ0 ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ γ0) ◦ exp(i~Γ
′
∆)
)
= m ◦
(
exp(i~Γ′∆) ◦ (γ0 ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ γ0)
)
holds. Inserting (15) we obtain the condition∫
∆αβ(x, y)Kγσ(z)δ(x− z)δασ
δl
δϕγ(z)
⊗
δl
δϕβ(y)
dµ(x, y, z)+
+
∫
∆αβ(x, y)Kγσ(z)δ(y − z)δβσ
δr
δϕα(x)
⊗
δl
δϕγ(z)
dµ(x, y, z) = 0 .
Next we change one of the derivatives in the first term from a left to a right one
and we perform the integrations over the delta distributions. The above condition
becomes:∫
K
γ
β(x)∆
βα(x, y)(−1)|ϕ
γ | δr
δϕγ(x)
⊗
δl
δϕα(y)
dµ(x, y)+
+
∫
K
γ
β(y)∆
αβ(x, y)
δr
δϕα(x)
⊗
δl
δϕγ(y)
dµ(x, y) = 0 .
Renaming the summation indices we see that the above condition is fulfilled, if ∆
satisfies:
(−1)|ϕ
γ |K
γ
β(x)∆
βα(x, y) +Kαβ(y)∆
γβ(x, y) = 0 ,
which is exactly (52).
We have seen that consistency conditions (52) are necessary for the BRST con-
struction in the free theory and that they follow automatically for the causal prop-
agator ∆. Now let ω = i2∆+H be a 2-point function of some quasifree Hadamard
state. We introduce a following definition
Definition 3.7. A Hadamard 2-point function ω is said to be
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1. gauge invariant if it satisfies the condition analogous to the one fulfilled by
∆: ∑
σ
((−1)|ϕ
α|Kασ(x
′)ω(x′, x)σγ +Kγσ(x)ω(x
′, x)ασ) = 0 , (57)
2. gauge invariant modulo a smooth function if it satisfies∑
σ
((−1)|ϕ
α|Kασ(x
′)ω(x′, x)σγ +Kγσ(x)ω(x
′, x)ασ) = 0 mod C∞ function .
(58)
Let us now explain in detail why the consistency conditions are needed. Note
that
{X,Y }⋆H = αH{α
−1
H X,α
−1
H Y }⋆ ,
and since α−1H θ0(f) = θ0(f), we obtain
{X, θ0(f)}⋆H = αH{α
−1
H X, θ0(f)}⋆
for regular X . If (51) holds, we have
{X, θ0(f)}⋆H = αH{α
−1
H X, θ0(f)} = (αH ◦ γ0 ◦ α
−1
H )(X) . ,
Let us denote γH0
.
= αH ◦ γ0 ◦ α
−1
H . Since
{α−1H X, θ0}⋆ = γ0(α
−1
H X) = α
−1
H ◦ γ
H
0 X ,
we can interpret γ0 on A as the normal ordered counterpart of γ
H
0 on AH . Now, let
us take an arbitrary (not necessarly regular) F ∈ AH(O) and express it as a limit of
the series of regular functionals F = limn→∞ Fn. Since Fn’s are regular,
γH0 Fn = {Fn, θ0}+
∫
δ2Fn
δϕα(x)δϕβ(y)
Hβγ(y, z)
δ2θ0
δϕγ(z)δϕ†α(x)
dµ(x, y, z) (59)
holds. The second term in the above expression is not well defined for local F ,
due to singularities of H . For γH0 to be well defined on the full space AH(M), we
have to require that
∫
Hβγ(y, z) δ
2θ0
δϕα(z)δϕ†α(x)
dµ(z) vanishes in the coinciding point
limit x→ y, modulo a smooth function. Using the graded symmetry of the second
derivative, we find that this requirement is equivalent to the condition (58). Let us
assume that there exists at least one H for which ω = i2∆+H fulfills (58). Then,
if we take an arbitrary parametrix ω′ = i2∆ + H
′, such that H − H ′ is smooth,
expression (59) has a well defined limit as well and γH
′
0 F is well defined for all
F ∈ AH′(O).
We have seen that the existence of γH0 on AH(O) requires the condition (58)
to be fulfilled. One can reach exactly the same conclusion working directly with
γ0 on A(O). By the definition of the initial topology on A(O) we know that the
limit of γ0(α
−1
H Fn) exists as an element of A(O) if there exists an H
′ such that
(αH′ ◦ γ0 ◦α
−1
H )(Fn) converges in AH′(O). Let us write this expression in a different
way:
(αH′ ◦ γ0 ◦ α
−1
H )(Fn) = (αH′−H ◦ γ
H
0 )(Fn) =
= {αH′−HFn, θ0}+
∫
δ2(αH′−HFn)
δϕα(x)δϕα(y)
H ′
βγ
(y, z)
δ2θ0
δϕα(z)δϕ†α(x)
dµ(x, y, z) .
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If (57) is fulfilled, then the second term in the above expression vanishes and (αH′ ◦
γ0 ◦α
−1
H )(Fn) = {αH′−HFn, θ0} converges to a microcausal functional in AH′(O), so
limn→∞ γ0(α
−1
H Fn) is a well defined element of A(O).
Let us now discuss another possibility to define the BRST operator on AH(O)
by using γ0 instead of γ
H
0 . In other words, we subtract “by hand” the singular term
in (59). For this to work, one has to prove that γ0 is a derivation on AH(O). Here
the consistency condition (57) enters again. We replace ∆ by ω in theorem 3.6 and
conclude that a sufficient condition for γ0 to be a derivation with respect to ⋆H is
(57), which is equivalent to the requirement that γ0 commutes with αH , i.e. αH
induces a cochain morphism. In general, this seems to be too strong, since we want
to work with ω which is a parametrix but not a bisolution and one expects that (58)
rather than (57) holds. Therefore it is more natural to work with γH0 instead of γ0.
To summarize, consistent BV quantization of the free theory can be performed
if we can show the existence of at least one quasifree Hadamard state with a 2-point
function satisfying (57). This problem has not yet been solved in full generality5.
Therefore, we think that it is more convenient to use S0 as the free action, since this
choice doesn’t require any additional conditions.
3.4 Changing the free theory
In section 3.3 we have shown that the cme of the free theory is a necessary condition
that allows us to construct the free quantum theory corresponding to action S0+θ0.
Now we want to include the interaction into the discussion. It was proven in [38]
by K. Fredenhagen and myself that the quantum master equation is a necessary
condition for the gauge invariance of the interacting theory. There, we considered
the perturbation around the free action S0. In this section, we show that full qme
can be equivalently formulated for S0 + θ0, provided the qme of the free theory
holds. For the beginning, we consider only the regular functions BVreg and the
non-renormalized time ordered product. Let V, θ0 ∈ BVreg and denote V˜
.
= V − θ0.
The qme is the condition that:
e
−i(V˜+θ0)/~
T ·T
(
{e
i(V˜+θ0)/~
T , S0}⋆
)
= 0 . (60)
Using properties of ·T and ⋆ we can rewrite this condition as:
e
−i(V˜+θ0)/~
T ·T
(
{e
i(V˜+θ0)/~
T , S0}⋆
)
=
e
−i(V˜+θ0)/~
T ·T
(
{e
iV˜ /~
T ·T e
iθ0/~
T , S0}T + i~△nren (e
iV˜ /~
T ·T e
iθ0/~
T )
)
=
e
−iθ0/~
T ·T
(
{e
iθ0/~
T , S0}T + i~△nren (e
iθ0/~
T )
)
+
+ e
−iV˜ /~
T ·T
(
{e
iV˜ /~
T , S0 + θ0}T + i~△nren (e
iV˜ /~
T )
)
=
e
−iθ0/~
T ·T
(
{e
iθ0/~
T , S0}⋆
)
+ e
−iV˜ /~
T ·T
(
{e
iV˜ /~
T , S0 + θ0}T + i~△nren (e
iV˜ /~
T )
)
.
5For Yang-Mills theory with a trivial principal bundle and 0 background section one can use a de-
formation argument of [39], as it was done in [43]. Problems start, however, if one allows nontrivial
topology of principal bundles of the theory and considers arbitrary background connections. This issue
is currently investigated by Jochen Zahn. Another example of a theory where the existence of a gauge
invariant Hadamard 2-point function is not clear is perturbative quantum gravity [18].
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If the qme of the free theory holds, i.e. if e
−iθ0/~
T ·T
(
{e
iθ0/~
T , S0}⋆
)
= 0, then (60)
is equivalent to:
e
−iV˜ /~
T ·T
(
{e
iV˜ /~
T , S0 + θ0}T + i~△nren (e
iV˜ /~
T )
)
=
= e
−iV˜ /~
T ·T
(
{e
iV˜ /~
T , S0}⋆ + {e
iV˜ /~
T , θ0}T
)
= 0 . (61)
It was proven in section 3.3 that the free cme implies {e
iV˜ /~
T , θ0}T = {e
iV˜ /~
T , θ0}⋆,
so finally we can write (61) as:
e
−iV˜ /~
T ·T
(
{e
iV˜ /~
T , S0 + θ0}⋆
)
= 0 .
After this short introduction we can come back to the discussion of the renormalized
time-ordered product. To distinguish it from the non-renormalized one, we denote
it in this subsection by ·TH .
First we have to check if the free qme can be satisfied by exploiting the renor-
malization freedom which we have in defining ·TH . Note that, since θ0 is linear in
both fields and antifields and is assumed to be of degree 0, the component θα(x)
doesn’t depend on field ϕα(x). It follows that {θ0, θ0} = 0 and using the anomalous
mwi (37) we obtain:
e
−iθ0/~
TH
·TH {e
iθ0/~
TH
, S0}⋆ = {θ0, S0}TH + i~△ (θ0) ,
where △(θ0) is the anomaly term. Using the standard arguments of [43, 38] we
can conclude that it must be constructed from elements of the relative cohomol-
ogy H1(γ0|d) on the space of local forms. If this cohomology is trivial, then the
free theory is anomaly free, i.e. we can use the renormlization freedom to redefine
the time-ordered powers of θ0 to obtain △(θ0) = 0, so the free qme holds as a
consequence of free cme.
Now, we want to repeat the reasoning that led to equation (61) for the renor-
malized time-ordered product. To this end, we use the MWI (37) and replace △nren
with renormalized BV Laplacians. The anomaly term corresponding to the free ac-
tion S0 will be denoted by △(V ) and the one of S0 + θ0 by △˜(V˜ ). The defining
equation for △˜(V˜ ) is:
{e
iV˜ /~
TH
, S0 + θ0}⋆ = {e
iV˜ /~
TH
, S0 + θ0}TH + e
iV˜ /~
TH
·TH (△˜(V˜ ) +
i
2~
{V˜ , V˜ }TH ) . (62)
The existence and properties of the anomaly term △˜(V˜ ) were proven in the case of
Yang-Mills theory in [43]. Analogous arguments can be also used in a more general
setting. A short calculation yields
e
−iV/~
TH
·TH
(
{e
iV/~
TH
, S0}⋆
)
= e
−iV˜ /~
TH
·TH
(
{e
iV˜ /~
TH
, S0}⋆
)
+
+ e
−iθ0/~
TH
·TH
(
{e
i+θ0/~
TH
, S0}⋆
)
+△(V )− △˜(V˜ ) .
This shows that, if the free QME holds, and △(V + θ0)−△˜(V˜ ) can be removed with
an appropriate redefinition of renormalized time-ordered products, then e
−iV/~
TH
·TH(
{e
iV/~
TH
, S0}⋆
)
= 0 is equivalent to e
−iV˜ /~
TH
·TH
(
{e
iV˜ /~
TH
, S0 + θ0}⋆
)
= 0.
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4 BRST charges
4.1 Different notions of a BRST charge
We start this section with an overview of different approaches to quantization of
gauge theories and different notions of a BRST charge in paqft. We compare the
approaches of [23] and [43], using the general BV quantization framework proposed
in [38]. There is an important difference between the free BRST operator γ0 used by
Hollands in [43] and the one discussed in [37]. The full BV operator s is the same,
but in [37, 38] (following [2]) s0 is expanded with respect to the total antifield number
#ta (see equation (13)), while in [43] s0 is expanded with respect to #af also for the
gauge fixed theory. Explicitly, one has s0 = δ˜0+γ˜0, where γ˜0 is the term with#af = 0
and δ˜0 has #af < 0. We argue that the expansion with respect to #ta is physically
more justified, since the #ta = −1 term of this expansion, denoted here by δ, is
the Koszul operator corresponding to the gauge fixed system of equation of motion.
This allows one to view the algebra of on-shell functionals as the 0-th cohomolgy of
(BV, δ); this interpretation is not possible if one considers the expansion used in [43].
It is, therefore, not clear how going on-shell in [43] is interpreted in cohomological
terms, already at the level of linearized equations of motion. Let C‡ be the antifield
of the ghost. Following [43] we obtain δ˜0(C
‡) = id ∗ dC¯I − dA
‡
I , so the equations
of motion corresponding to the image of δ˜0 contain a source term dA
‡
I which is not
present in the equations of motion employed in [43] for the construction of the causal
propagator and the star product. This problem is not present in [37, 38], where we
have δ0(C
‡) = id ∗ dC¯I and γ0(C‡) = −dA
‡
I , in contrast to γ˜0(C
‡) = 0.
It was shown in [37] that, already at the classical level, we have two (graded)
Poisson brackets: the Peierls bracket ⌊., .⌋ and the antibracket {., .}. The Peierls
bracket is induced by the equations of motion (dynamics) and the antibracket is
of geometrical nature: it is the graded Schouten bracket. The BV operator s can
locally be written as the antibracket with the extended action Sext. In particular,
the BRST operator is generated by θ. Note that one uses {., .}, rather than ⌊., .⌋, as
the natural graded Poisson structure on BV(M). This can be compared with the
Hamiltonian version of the Batalin-Vilkovisky formalism (BFV formalism, [4, 30, 31,
32, 33]) where everything is done with relation to one canonical structure. It was
shown in [29, 8] that the Lagrangian and the Hamiltonian formalism are equivalent
on the formal level. We believe that a more rigorous argument can be provided
within the framework of infinite dimensional symplectic geometry. [8] compares
also the Noether charge of the Lagrangian formalism with the BRST charge of the
Hamiltonian formalism. The Noether charge can be used as a generator of the BRST
transformation with respect to a certain canonical structure which is defined on both
fields and antifields (see formula 3.14 of [8]). In [43] antifields are treated as external
fields, so there is no dynamics associated with them and ⌊., .⌋ acts on them trivially.
Also in [37] antifields are non-dynamical, since they are identified with geometrical
objects: functional derivatives. Because ⌊., .⌋ is antifield-independent, the classical
BRST charge Q generates γ with respect to ⌊., .⌋ modulo the equations of motion
only on the space of functionals that don’t contain antifields. Let us briefly recall
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the construction of Q. The classical BRST current is defined as
Jµ(x)
.
=
∑
α
(
γϕα
∂LM (x)
∂(∇µϕα)
+ 2∇νγϕ
α ∂LM (x)
∂(∇µ∇νϕα)
+
−∇ν
(
γϕα
∂LM (x)
∂(∇µ∇νφα)
))
+−KµM(x) ,
where KµM is the divergence term appearing after applying γ to LM (f). Following
[43] we recall here a useful formula relating J with the BV operator:
dJ(x) =
∑
α
{Lext(f), ϕ
α(x)} · {ϕ‡α(x), Lext(f)} =
∑
α
θα(x) ·
δLext(f)
δϕα(x)
, (63)
where f(x) = 1.
4.2 The free BRST charge
We have already shown in 3.3 that if θ0 is included into the free action, then ad-
ditional consistency condition are needed. In particular, (57) has to hold and the
background configuration ϕ0 has to be a solution of the equations of motion. Here,
we show that the same conditions allow us to express {., θ0}⋆ as the commutator
with the free BRST charge. Let the free BRST current be denoted by J0. In a
spacetime M with compact Cauchy surface Σ there exists a closed compactly sup-
ported 1-form α on M such that
∫
M
α ∧ β =
∫
Σ
β, for any closed 3-form β. In this
case, we can define the free BRST charge by
Q0
.
=
∫
M
α ∧ J0 .
In [43] the free quantum BRST operator is defined directly by giving its action on
basic fields and requiring that it is a ⋆-derivation. In the formalism of [38] this
corresponds to defining the free quantum BRST as {., θ˜0}⋆, where θ˜0 denotes the
action that generates γ˜0. The difference between [43] and [38] lies again in the
way in which the free quantum BRST operator acts on antifields. In [43] we have
{ϕ‡α, θ˜0} = 0 for all ϕ
‡
α, whereas the formalism of [38] applied to Yang-Mills theory
yields {C‡, θ˜0} = −dA‡. In a proposition below we show that {., θ0}⋆ is on-shell equal
to [., Q0]⋆, if the argument has#ta = 0 (i.e. it doesn’t contain antifields). In general,
however, Q0 is not a generator for {., θ0}⋆. This does not pose a problem, since Ward
identities in [38] are formulated in terms of {., θ0}⋆, not [., Q0]⋆, so the results of [43]
can be applied. Note that Q0 is not necessary for the construction of the abstract
net of interacting algebras of observables. It is, however, a crucial concept in the
Kugo-Ojima formalism [51, 52], which is a convenient method to construct states
for the free theory. A deformation procedure given in [23] allows then to construct
states also on the net of local algebras of observables of the interacting theory.
From now on we work in the algebraic adiabatic limit, which means that we are
interested only in constructing local algebras A(O) and don’t discuss the existence
of the inductive limit. Therefore, we can apply the idea of [23] and embed O into a
spacetime with a compact Cauchy surface, for example into a causal completion of
a spacial box. Keeping this in mind we restrict our attention to the situation where
M has a compact Cauchy surface.
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Proposition 4.1. Let F ∈ BV(M) with #ta = 0. Assume that (51) and (57) hold
and that γ20 = 0, then the following relation is fulfilled on-shell (
o.s.
= ):
{F, θ0}⋆H
o.s.
=
i
~
[F,Q0]⋆H .
Equivalently, we can write this formula in terms of Wick-ordered expressions α−1H (F ),
α−1H (Q0) ∈ A(M),
{α−1H F, θ0}⋆
o.s.
=
i
~
[α−1H F, α
−1
H Q0]⋆
Proof. Since we assume that γ20 = 0, the term {θ0, θ0} can be neglected in the
definition of the conserved current J0.
dJ0(x) =
∑
α
θα0 (f)(x) ·
δL0(f)
δϕα(x)
,
where f(x) = 1. Since the definition of the BRST charge doesn’t depend on the
choice of a 1-form α dual to the Cauchy surface, we can choose it in a way that
will facilitate the calculation. Let us take α = dη, where α is compactly supported,
its support lies in the past of the support of F and η = 1 on suppF . Now we
use the fact that, for the Hadamard function ω = used to define the ⋆-product,
ωαβ(x, y) − (−1)|φ
α||φβ|ωβα(y, x) = i∆αβ(x, y) holds. Moreover, from the support
properties of ∆R and ∆A follows that we can write the commutator with Q0 as
[F,Q0]⋆H = i~
∑
α,β,σ
∫
dxdz
δF
δϕβ(x)
∆βαR (x, z)
δQ0(dη)
δϕα(z)
+
+ i~2
∑
α,β,σ,
µ,ν
∫
dxdz
δ2F
δϕβ(x)ϕµ(x′)
∆µνR (x
′, z′)Hβα(x, z)
δ2Q0(dη)
δϕα(z)δϕν(z′)
.
Now let us choose f ∈ D(M) such that f ≡ 1 on the support of F . Inserting the
definition of Q0 and integrating by parts we obtain:
i
~
[F,Q0]⋆H =
∑
α,β,σ
∫
δF
δϕβ(x)
∆αβR (x, z)η(y)
δθσ0 (f)(y)
δϕα(z)
δS0
δϕσ(y)
dxdydz
∑
α,βσ
∫
δF
δϕβ(x)
∆αβR (x, z)η(y)θ
σ
0 (f)(y)
δ2S0
δϕσ(y)δϕα(z)
dxdydz+
~
∑
α,βσ
∫
δ2F
δϕσ(y)δϕµ(x)
Hµν(x, z)
δθσ0 (f)(y)
δϕν(z)
dxdydz .
Note that, to obtain the above result, we had to exchange the order of integration
and differentiation. This is possible only if we assume the consistency condition
(58). Without this assumption, the third term of the formula above would not be
well defined for local F . After performing the integration over y and z in the second
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term, we arrive at:
i
~
[F,Q0]⋆H =
∑
β
∫
δF
δϕβ(x)
θ
β
0 (x)dx+
+ ~
∑
α,βσ
∫
δ2F
δϕσ(y)δϕµ(x)
Hµν(x, z)
δθσ0 (f)(y)
δϕν(z)
dxdydz + I0 =
= {F, θ0}⋆H + I0 ,
where I0 is an element of the ideal generated by equations of motion.
The result above allows to make contact with the formalism used in [23] and [12],
where gauge theories are quantized in the BRST formalism, but without introducing
antifields. The quantum BRST differential on free fields is defined as the commutator
with Q0 and, as we have just seen, this is the same as {., θ0}⋆H on the space of
functionals with #ta = 0.
4.3 The interacting BRST charge
Up to now we have treated only the free theory, now we want to construct a charge
that generates the quantum BV differential on interacting fields. We also want to
drop the assumption on the total antifield number #ta. We work in the algebraic
adiabatic limit, so we pick a bounded region O ⊂ M and choose f ∈ D(M) such
that f ≡ 1 on O. We choose α = dη as in the previous section, and require that
supp(α) ⊂ O; let V = S1M (f). Interacting fields are defined by formula (30). For
such fields we cannot make use of proposition 4.1, because V in general contains
antifields and η cannot be chosen to be one on the support of RV (F ). Instead, we
can follow [23, 12, 43] and use the interacting charge RV (Q). Note that our situation
is much more general than the cases studied in the literature so far. In the present
setting we admit arbitrary theories with local symmetries, which satisfy the qme.
These include in particular gravity and the free bosonic string.
Firstly, we need to prove some identities for time-ordered retarded products. For
simplicity of notation we omit the subscript “M ” in θM , S1M , etc. The conservation
of the current RV (J(x)) is a condition that RV (dJ(x))
o.s.
= 0 for x ∈ O. We have to
prove that
e
iV/~
T ·T dJ(x) = e
iV/~
T ·T
(
θα(x) ·
δ
δϕα(x)
(S0 + S1)(f)
)
o.s.
= 0 . (64)
Let h ∈ D(O). Using the mwi (38) we obtain an identity fulfilled by the natural
transformation dJ :
e
iV/~
T ·T dJ(h) = −i~
∫
h(x)
(
e
iV/~
T ·T θ
α(x)
)
⋆
δS0
δϕα(x)
dµ(x)+
+ i~
∞∑
n=0
△n(V (f)⊗n;V (h)) ,
If the “anomaly”
∑∞
n=0△
n(V (f)⊗n;V (h)) can be removed by a redefinition of time-
ordered products, then the above identity implies (64). In [43] the anomaly was
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removed in Yang-Mills theory. In general the interacting current is not conserved in
theories which satisfy the QME with a non-zero △(V (f)) that cannot be removed.
It is an intuitive result, since current conservation is a classical phenomenon and
to reproduce it on the quantum level one has to assume that the quantized theory
“doesn’t differ too much” from the classical one.
Recall that the map RV intertwines between the interacting and the free theory
and in particular we have:
R−1V
(
δS0
δϕα(x)
)
=
δ(S0 + V )
δϕα(x)
.
Let us denote by
o.s.V= an equality that holds modulo the ideal generated, with respect
to ⋆V , by R
−1
V
(
δS0
δϕα(x)
)
. We are now ready to prove the main result of this paper.
Theorem 4.2. Assume that the qme holds for V ∈ VS1(O) and that △(V ) = 0.
Let F ∈ Aloc(O), then
i
~
[RV (F ), RV (Q)]⋆
o.s.
= RV (sF − i~△V (F )) = RV (sˆF ) . (65)
In other words, Q generates, with respect to [., .]⋆V , the quantum BV operator,
i
~
[F,Q]⋆V
o.s.V= sˆF . (66)
Proof. Using the GLZ relation (31) we obtain
1
i~
[RV (F ), RV (Q)]⋆ = R
(1)
V [F ](Q)−R
(1)
V [Q](F ) .
We can always write a local functional F ∈ Aloc(O) in the form F =
∫
F (x)dµ(x).
Using (64), (39) and assuming that △(V (f)) was already removed, we find that
R
(1)
V [dJ0(η)](F ) =
d
dλ
(e
iV/~
T )
−1⋆ ⋆
(
e
i(V+λF )/~
T ·T dJ(η)
) ∣∣∣
λ=0
,
and we can use relation (37) to obtain
e
i(V+λF )/~
T ·T dJ(η) = −i~
∫
η(x)
(
e
i(V+λF )/~
T ·T
δ(θα + λF )
δϕ
‡
α(x)
)
⋆
δS0
δϕα(x)
dµ(x)+
+ i~
∞∑
n=0
△n((V (f) + λF )⊗n;V (η) + λF (η))+
− e
i(V+λF )/~
T ·T
(
{λF (η), S0 + V }T + λ
2
∫
δF (η)
δϕ
‡
α(x)
·T
δF
δϕα(x)
)
.
where F (η)
.
=
∫
F (x)η(x)dµ(x). Thus we obtain
R
(1)
V [dJ(η)](F )
o.s.
= −RV ({F (η), Sext}T)+
+ i~RV
(
∞∑
n=1
n△n
(
V (f)⊗(n−1) ⊗ F ; θ(η)
))
+
+ i~RV
(
∞∑
n=1
△n
(
V (f)⊗n;F (η)
))
. (67)
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Similarly for R
(1)
V [F ](dJ0(η)).
Now, we can make a particular choice for the function η in the definition of
Q0. The current conservation implies that Q0 is independent of this choice. We are
interested in local algebras, so we can assume that O is embedded in a spacetime M
with a compact Cauchy surface Σ. We pick two other Cauchy surfaces Σ±, such that
Σ− is in the past of supp(F ) and Σ+ in its future. We choose a function η such that,
for any closed 3-form β,
∫
M
dη∧β =
∫
Σ
β holds. Next, we take compactly supported
functions η± such that dη± = dη+χ±, where χ± are supported in the future (past)
of Σ+ (Σ−). Moreover we require that, on supp(F ), η+ = η and η− = η − 1 hold.
An explicit construction of such functions is provided in [23] for a flat M . Using the
support property (32) of retarded products we find that
R
(1)
V [Q](F )−R
(1)
V [F ](Q) = −R
(1)
V
[ ∫
M
dη+ ∧ J
]
(F ) +R
(1)
V [F ]
(∫
M
dη− ∧ J
)
=
= R
(1)
V [dJ(η+)] (F )−R
(1)
V [F ] (dJ(η−)) .
Inserting (67) and using the properties of η± on the support of F we obtain
[RV (F ), RV (Q)]⋆ = −i~ (RV ({F, Sext}T)− i~RV (△V (F ))) =
= −i~RV (sˆF ) .
Note that our result doesn’t require △V (F ) to vanish. This means that, on-
shell, Q is a generator for the full quantum BV operator. It is interesting to ask
what modifications have to be made to allow for the situation in which △(V ) is also
non-zero. We consider it as a problem for future study.
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